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IFRS: a clear understanding of your company’s financial statements
IFRS Training Program

IFRS standards are continuously evolving. New standards are released, old ones are adapted and new interpretations made. This makes it crucial for your organization to be up-to-date on the latest developments.

Our IFRS training program delivers the required knowledge to help you act as an international player within global capital markets by improving the quality of your reporting.
Get ready for the upcoming changes and discover how our IFRS training offerings will benefit you.

1. IFRS lunch sessions
2. Tailored in-house IFRS workshops
3. Accounting advisory services
4. IFRS publications

Find out more on kpmg.com/be/ifrs
1. IFRS lunch sessions

Have you missed a new release of an IFRS standard? We can help you keep up with the latest developments. Throughout the year we will organize lunch sessions during which you will be informed of the financial reporting implications resulting from new IFRS standards and exposure drafts. Stay up-to-date and join our IFRS lunch sessions by emailing us at ifrs-institute@kpmg.be.
Your specific needs and interests are important to us. Therefore, we can organize tailored IFRS training sessions by clarifying any of the IFRS standards in half or full-day sessions.

Together we will develop a tailored training program from basic topics to IFRS update sessions and more advanced or industry-specific topics covering aspects you consider to be most relevant to your business. These workshops can be organized at your premises on a convenient date.

They can be conducted in English, in Dutch or in French.

We apply a flat fee for a session with up to 10 participants: €2 000 for half a day or €3 500 for a full day (exclusive of VAT). This includes a preliminary meeting to determine the program, training material and case studies.

Register today on kpmg.com/be/ifrs
3. Accounting advisory services

IFRS implementation services

The recent new IFRS standards cover a number of key topics such as revenue (IFRS 15), leases (IFRS 16) and financial instruments (IFRS9).

The implementation of these accounting changes throughout an organization may require significant time and resources. Some of these changes may impact the entire organization (systems, processes, controls, record keeping, performance measurement and results, and communication).

Our specialists will work with you to understand the potential implications of the anticipated accounting changes and the potential business decisions that may be necessary. They can:

- provide advice on the impacts of accounting changes;
- assist you in the development of an implementation roadmap;
- conduct technical training sessions to equip your team with the knowledge to navigate new standards successfully.
Our specialists are well positioned to guide you through the process by analyzing the impact these changes will have on your entire organization. Our experience and well-tested methodology aim at ensuring that all linkages and dependencies between accounting and reporting, systems and processes, and people and business are well established. Our approach will help you, for example, to:

- identify GAAP differences and IFRS disclosure requirements;
- identify information “gaps” and define new systems needs;
- assess internal reporting and key performance indicators and communication stakeholders;
- execute training and revise performance evaluation target.

**Accounting advice**

**Are you experiencing accounting and financial reporting issues?**

Our experts can deliver valuable advice on the impact transactions could have on your organization such as:

- business combinations;
- consolidation;
- securitizations;
- derivatives and hedging;
- leasing;
- debt/equity transactions;
- joint ventures;
- fair value measurements;
- revenue recognition.
4. IFRS publications

**IFRS newsletter**
To stay up-to-date, please register for our bimonthly IFRS newsletter on kpmg.com/be/ifrs.

**Illustrative disclosures**
Provides examples of how to present clearer and more engaging IFRS disclosures, organized in a cohesive way based on the order of significance to a fictional company.
Available at kpmg.com/be/ifrs.

**And much more**
Find out more about IFRS on kpmg.com/be/ifrs. Our website offers easy-to-access information and thought leaderships about the evolving global financial reporting framework.
Email us at ifrs-institute@kpmg.be
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